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Lors de ľévaluation de la convenance de paysage pour ľutilisation écono- 
mique variée on opere le plus souvent avec la conception ressource ou la 
ressource naturelle et au cours des 10—15 dernieres années aussi avec la 
conception le potentiel naturel ou de ipaysage. Par la ressource naturelle on 
indique le plus sonvent les matériaux et les forces des éléments naturels 
individuels qu'on utilise dans les diverses branches économiques. lei la 
question de la protection de paysage est le sujet de la thérapie. La concep- 
fion ďu potentiel naturel est plus complexe, mais elle se rapocte seulement 
aux éléments naturels de paysage. La géographie tchécoslovaque avait dévé- 
loíppé la conception du potential de paysage, qui considére non seulement 
la convenance de paysage (en tant que systéme hybride) pour ľutilisation 
économ'ique, mais aussi la mesure de cette utilisation. fondée sur la connais- 
sance de la stabilité du sous-systéme naturel de paysage. Cette conception 
comprend la prévention de la destruction de paysage. Dans la récherche de 
paysage la conception ďu potentiel de paysage est plus convenable que la 
conception de la resource naturelle, car elle exprime non seulement les 
propriétés de paysage, mais aussi la rapport de ľhomme au paysage.

INTRODUCTION

Man’s relatlonship with the environment passes through many changes In 
various histórie stages and various spatial conditions. In part ^since the 
appearance of man to the recent past his relationship with this environment, 
simply said with the landscape started from the feeling of existential certainty, 
from the conception that the landscape is a permanently suitable undisturbed 
man’s horne.

The scientlfic and technical means, of which man disposes presently, 
enable such interventions in the environment, in the landscape, as never 
before in the past. Technicization, or better said anthropogenization of the 
environment had long ago overpassed the local or the regional frainhabitants.
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changes character. Growth of the number of inhabitanats, changes of the sociál 
structure, incessant rising of man’s living demands, etc., all this led to an in
tense growth of claims for classical and new untraditional resources, for 
foods, for energy, for water, for new utility spaces, etc.

This growth in requirements and acceleration of the anthropogenization. or 
technicization of the landscape is manifest in the conditions of the scientific- 
-technical revolution with the occurrence of conflicting to crisis situations, in 
the relationship man-environment.

The old forms of coexistence of the society and environment (landscape) 
were outdone.

The conflicting situations put man before the task to distinguish quickly 
and radically the activities which preserve or raise to a power the qualitities 
of the environment to be man’s horne from activities which disturb this quality 
of the environment.

For the society’s practice in the past it was sufficient to háve a generál 
knowledge of the environment, based in substance on the summation appro
ach. The individual natural Sciences, or some other disciplines offered suffi
cient informations on the individual landscape elements and on its resources. 
The practice did not require a systems knowledge of the landscape environ
ment as a whole.

The existing, or in the future possible, conflicting situations in the rela
tionship man-landscape show evidently that the summation knowledge, wha- 
tever detailed it may be, resulting from the syncretic understanding of the 
landscape, is insufficient. The landscape becomes a resource of gnoseological 
problems immensely complicated.

Indispensable becomes the study of the landscape environment as a systém 
in its entlrety. Beside the hlghly specialized researches the systems approach 
as an equivalent and irreplaceable one enters the knowledgeable process 
of the landscape.

In the light of the indicated facts there emerges before geography, as a basic 
disciplíne of the landscape, the obligation to provide such systems facts which 
would significantly contribute to the positive solution of the new, frequently 
conficiting relationship man-environment, in the interest of the landscape 
systém functioning as man’s horne even for the future. One of the conditions 
of the new systems approach and of the rational use of the environment — 
landscape based on it is the clarífícation of the idea of the landscape rescour- 
ces and potential. There occurs the question of approach to the landscape 
function from the conceptional position of resources or from the conception 
of the potential.

Conception of resources in geography

The conception of resources gained access to geography from the society’s 
practice and this directlly, or through various applicated disciplines. The con
ception of resources starts from the traditional branch landscape use, and 
above all of its natural resources. The conception of natural resource made 
its access to modem disciplíne and to geography in fact from the 19th century 
and remains in its field till today. The conception of resource is the expres- 
sion of human evoluatlon. Náture itself has neither a positive or negative
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value, this is given to it by man with regard to the possibilities of its use 
foľ his benefice. As I. Bartkowski [1979] underlines it, the conception resource 
does not result from the thing or substance, but from the function, which 
thing or substance it may háve for man. The conception resource took origin 
as the resuit of interaction between man and nátuře. W. C. Mitchel [1940) 
stresses that each generation may disclose further resources and find nevv 
forms of using the resources. I. e. the resources are dynamic not only in the 
relationship to human knowledge, but also to the changing human needs 
and objectives. It is why even the definition of natural resources and resources 
in generál in the literatuře changes considerably with time. According to 
J. D. Sauškin [1960] the natural resources are the natural elements of the 
environment which can be ušed to create energy [resources of water energy, 
fuel, wind, resources of sea waves, etc.]; resources are further on the roots 
of savage plants, the meat of savage animals, fishes, industrial raw materials, 
wood, w’ater and the atmosphere. According to N. Peiioff [1969] the natural 
resources represent above all those elements of the natural process, which 
are necessary for the reproduction of the fundamental elements (products 
of agriculture, forestry, fishing, water reserves. raw materiál richnesses] and 
in a lesser measure also for certain Services [possibility of recreation, water 
transport, etc.]. According to A. Mine [1972] the natural resources are the 
masses and forces of nátuře, which at a given degree of development of 
production forces and science can be ušed to satisfy the needs of the human 
society in the form of an immediate participation in the materiál activity. 
G. Haase [1978] writes that the natural resources are substances and forces 
[energy and processes] of the space, which are ušed by the human work for 
productive aims and unproductive consumption. They háve a consumption 
value. Thelr extent is determined by the structure of needs of the society, 
by the state of knowledge of nátuře and technology. They are an economic 
category, because their parameters ared erlved from the economic-technical 
relationships. T. Bartkowski [1979] indicates’ as natural resources the reser
ves and forces of nátuře, serving to the socio-economic systém. The division 
Into reserves and forces results from the conception that reserves are mate
riál, forces are immaterial.

Near to resource is the conception of natural condition. We understand 
by it the elements of the natural environment, which cannot be ušed directly, 
but without which the production cannot be realízed [e. g. the air humidity 
necessary for the technological processes in the production, water for soil 
irrigation, precipitations for the agriculture, relief, soil, as the environment 
for plants, etc. — J. G. Sauškin [1960]. In the economic and economic-geo- 
graphical literatuře even the elements of the socio-economic sphere are con- 
sidered as a resource. As a resource are considered, for example, the wor- 
king forces, the number of inhabitants, the education of inhabitats the 
quality and structure of Communications, the structure and equipment of the 
primary and secondary production and of the tertiary sphere []. G. Sauškin 
1973, P. Hagget 1982, A. Mine 1972]. Recently it was followed also in the 
literatúre that as a resource indicated also are the advantageous situation, 
the quality of the climate, the morphological character, localization, the quali
ty and size of spaces, etc. [N. S. Perloff 1969, D. L. Armand 1962, V. S. Preobra- 
ženski] et al. 1980].
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In summing, it appears, that the conception of resource is very variedly 
understood in various periods and by various authors, which results from the 
fact that a classical understanding of the conception resource mainly m the 
geographical literatúre, does not cover fully the present relationships man- 
-environment. Man uses his environment through individual branches either of 
the primary, secondary or tertiary sphere. In the past this form of relation
ship of man with the environment did not result in such qualitative and 
quantitative consequence as presently under the conditions of the scieiitific- 
-technical revolution, and it is why the conception of resource in the classical 
science as a raw matéria! was sufficient. Presently the conception of resources 
for the interpretation of the relationship man-environment in geography is in
sufficient. Even today prevails the form of using the environment or the 
landscape through individual branches, however, the intensity of this use 
attained such dimensions that it affects the entire landscape systém. This 
was not in the past. Therefore there occurred a change In the relationship 
man-landscape from the degenerative to the regenerative one. Therefore the 
present problems cannot be solved in geography from the conception of re
sources. It became Inevitable to look for a new conception to evaluate the 
resources, the environment, i. e. landscape as an entire systém, whose 
production and existential possibilities are affectable and an inconsiderate 
exploitation of this environment could lead finally to the loss of the quality 
of this environment — to be man’s horne. It is why new scientific ways are 
sought in geography, which would enable a rational use of the environment 
and of its resources and one of these ways is the conception potential.

Conception of landscape potential

The term potential is not new in geography. It was used mainly in ,the 
geography of inhabitants as a population potential, in the geography of 
industry to Indicate the sum of production equipment, working means and 
working forces, etc. More systematically elaborated was the conception po
tential mainly in the geoecological school of the DDR by E. Neef and other 
authors. E. Neef comes already in 1966 with the term of land economical 
potential, however, the term natural-spatial potential presents itself gradu- 
ally [1973] and finally the relatlvely stabllized form natural potential [for 
example, R. Schmidt [1973] and mainly G. Haase and others come with the 
term natural potential, urbanization potential, agricultural'potential, etc.

E. Neef et al. [1973] defines the natural-spatial potential as follows: „The 
efficient capaclty of the natural space in relationship with the requirements, 
which result from the soclal reproduction process. As a result of require
ments of the society for the natural space, which are determined by various 
needs and objectives of use, several part natural-spatial potentlals are deli- 
neated, e. g. raw materials, building materials, biologically gainful, self-cle- 
aning potential], recreational, etc. The natural-spatial potentials precise and 
differentiate the generally descriptive expression „natural richnesses“. They 
are a category of the landscape natural Sciences research.

The conception was elaborated in detail by G. Haase [1978]. The author 
uses the term „natural potential“. In its notion he starts from the present 
tasks of geography, which consist of solving the rational and effective use
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of all possibilities, which are offered to the society by the natural space. 
The conception of natural potential he defines as follows: „Natural space, 
which with its substance properties, latent energies and processes, i. e. with 
its structure and dynamics has the capacity to satisfy the needs of the socie
ty. This capacity relates to the production of materiál goods, their circulation 
and consumption and recreation of the society as a whole and as an indivi
dual. It is indicated as a utility potential of the natural space, or potential 
of utillzation“. The natural potential can be described from the standpoint 
of a certain human need, which requires certain properties of the natural 
space. It is clistinguished by the following properties:

1. The natural potentials are groups of natural properties, which are 
valid only in a certain time interval.

2. The use of substances and processes in the natural space idoes not 
refer in most cases to the natural space as a whole, but only to one compo- 
nent. Selective use of the natural potential, however, is accompanied by the 
integration entire reaction of the natural space.

3. The natural space has a regenerative capacity, which is conditioned by 
its processes. Even the natural potentials are constantly renewed by these 
processes, or changed gradually.

According to this author the realized potentials represent materiál resour
ces of the sociál reproduction process“.

K. Mannsfeld (1980) analyzed before all the water, selfcleaning, biologically 
gainful and covering potential. The water potential relates to the renewal 
of groundwaters, surface run off and infiltration conditions of the natural 
space. The self-cleaning potential is a capacity of the natural space to receive, 
or to liquidate the soluble harmful substances and relates to permeability and 
filtration capacity of the soil. The covering potential, which was dealt 
with in detail by D. Jäger (1978) and K. Hrabowski [1978] relates to 
various properties of the relief and foundation soils. K. Barsch (1979) ana
lyzed a natural potential from the standpoint of frult-growing, which he 
tested on the basis of analyses mainly of soil and climatic properties.

The problém of the natural potential in the literatuře of the DDK relates 
to the properties of the natural space, which are evaluated from the stand
point of individual socio-economic activities. The approach is similar to that 
of natural resources which according to E. Neef et al. [1973] are a category 
of the economic geography in contrast to potentials.

The conception of the landscape potential was developed in the czechoslo- 
vak geography. The landscape potential is not limited solely to the landscape 
natural properties, but the socio-economic elements belong also to it. The 
landscape suitability for use by man therefore is not given solely by the 
landscape natural structure, but also by the structure of the socio-economic 
sphere. This may be determining in a whole series of cases. The principle of 
the landscape potential represents the core of the research trend of landscape 
syntheses [E. Mazúr, J. Drdoš, J. Urbánek 1980].

The conception of the landscape potential could be prepared in our geo
graphy above all thanks to the timely orientatlon to a complex systems 
geographical research, whose beginnings were formulated in 1964 by the 
task Geographical Zoning of the ČSSR and after 1970 within the task „Regio
nal Evaluation of the Landscape from the Standpoint of its Potential for
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Economic and Environment“ and mainly in the Atlas of the SSR (E. Mazúr 
1972, 1978], The first concrete results in this sense is represented by !íhe 
collective work of the Slovák Karst from 1971 and the work Use of the land
scape Units from their potential standpoint. Bratislava and its hinterland, 
manuscript of the Geographical Institute of the Slovák Academy of Sciences, 
1975 (E. Mazúr et al. 1971, 1975]. Still more concrete outlines acquired the 
conception of the landscape potential in the Atlas of the SSR (1980) mainly 
in chapter XV of this Atlas [Environment and Landscape Potential] in the 
form of numeroLis maps on scales 1:1 000 000, 1:500 000, 1:200 000.

The conception of the landscape potential in the czechoslovak geography 
starts from 3 fundamental aspects. They are:

1. organic unit of the landscape potential and the socioeconomic develop
ment of the society, i. e. the harmony of ecology and economy,

2. the standpoint of the all-social efficiency placed before by local, branch 
and other part interests,

3. the standpoint of preserving the landscape reproduction potential for 
the future. [E. Mazúr 1977].

The above indicated idea enables the realization of the anthropocentric 
approach to the landscape as a permanent horne of the society.

The landscape potential results from the synergic bonds in the landscape, 
as well as from its chorie structures. It is conditioned not only by local 
characteristics, but it comprises also the relationships with the neighbouring 
structures, which are connected to the evaluated plače by systems rela
tionships.

The preparation of the landscape potential conception in our geography 
was carried out firstly by preparing the part potentials, which were realized 
as indicated above mainly in the Atlas of the SSR (A. Porubský et al.) 
Water management landscape potential, Relief potential for economic use — 
E. Mazúr, Landscape potential for the settlement structure — E. Mazúr, 
Potential of the agricultural landscape — K. Zelenský]. By the map of syn- 
thesis in the Atlas the Funetional delimitatlon of the landscape is according 
to the potential from E. Mazúr. In 1981 there appeared a speciál work devoted 
to the relief potential for economic use (for agricultural production, for the 
construction of settlements, for the construction of Communications, for 
travelling and for an entire economic use — E. Mazúr et al. [1981).

Comparison of the conception of resources and of the conception of the 
landscape potential.

In the process of the scientific-technical revolution the science changes 
into the immediate production force. In this periód there oceur simultaneously 
complicated conflicting situations in the relationships of man with the na
tural environment. It is required from the science to solve the important 
sociál problems. Geography applies here by the evaluation of the landscape 
from standpoint of needs of the reproduction process and of society from 
the standpoint of the environmental approach (called also anthropocentric). 
The preservation of the landscape qualíties of the society’s horne that matters.

The conception of landscape potential requires a comparison with the used 
conception of (natural] resource, since the question arises whether this
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conception is sufíiciently suitable and it is necessary to form a new one. Star- 
ting from the literatúre, these conceptions can be generally characterized 
af follows. The conception of resources is above all the conception of the sociál 
practice, from where it gained access to the science. Mainly the science 
spheres, which deal with the environment and its use, took over this concep
tion to deepen the knowledge of resources and to enable their tracing [e. g. 
geology of deposits, hydrogeology, soil science, forest and agricultural Scien
ces, economic Sciences, planning, etc.). The consequences of using the natu
ral resources — interventions in the landscape natural subsystém stood 
outside the interest of the science, or only on its margin.

The conception of resources starts from the traditional, branch and exploi
tation aimed use of the landscape. The conception took origin in the period, 
when the conflicting situations in the relationship man-nature, manifest 
in the ecological crises, were local. Biosphere was preserved on extensive 
surfaces of the dry land and oceans in the originál, or natural state with not 
a little endangering of the genofond. On our planet there was „sufficient“ 
room for man and for the animal and vegetal realm.

The conception of (natural) resources is in substance based on the aggre- 
gation approach to the landscape, which predominated in the natural Sciences 
in the first half of our century. The entire, systems relationships between the 
elements were not the object of interest (see in more detail J. Urbánek, 
E. Mazúr, J. Drdoš 1980), so neither the user of the resource was interested 
in the consequece of use on the other landscape elements.

During the last decades, in connection with the globál anthropogenization 
of natural systems on the whole surface of our planet, arose the state that 
man begins to live not in coexistence with the biosphere, but at its detriment. 
This fact begins to threaten the man’s very biological existence.

The conception of (natural) resources adapts itself to the new situation 
by developlng the idea of protection. However, this is being drained of force 
in therapeutical measures, but it does not make possible the prevention.

The dlsproportions between the Incoordinate realization of man’s require
ments for resources lead to negative consequences either on the landscape 
(one-sided exploitation of resources regardless of the natural systems), pr 
on the society (slowing down the economic development by a one-sided 
stress on the conservation protection of náture).

The landscape potential, compared with the natural resource, is a larger, 
more generál spectre of the landscape capacity to satisfy the needs of the 
society. On the other hand the potential comprises only that part of the 
resource, whose use is not of a long-term destructive affect on landscape. 
The landscape potential is simultaneusly a synthetlc conecption expressing 
an entire understanding of the landscape utility properties inclusive the 
admissible intensity of their use on the basis of the anthropocentric approach 
to landscape (landscape as a systém and as man’s horne). The natural 
resource is more or less an analytical conception, expressing the capacity 
of one or several landscape components to satisfy someone of the society’s 
needs. The landscape potential comprises a natural resource or its part, 
dependently on its useablility in accordance with the landscape synthesis 
approach principles.

The basic distinguishing mark of the landscape potential against the prin-
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ciple of resource, beside preventing the occurrence of irreversible negative 
marks in the natural systém, is also that which, beside the suitability of 
the natural subsystém, comprises also the suitability of the socio-eco
nomic subsystém. The landscape suitability for use is given by the natural 
properties, but also by the capaclties of the population and by his economic 
possibilities. The socio-economic suitability is frequently decisive.

The second important and equivalent approach of this conception is envi
ronmental (called in part of the czechoslovak literatuře also anthropocen
tric). According to this approach the landscape is not only the object of 
man’s work, his use, but above all his home. Man has several relations to the 
landscape. Man, as a biological being, took origin and developed in the 
natural systém, he is linked to it by the exchange of substances and energy. 
He cannot exist without it and as far as he leaves it [space, sea bottom, 
Earth’s depths) inavoidably he must simulate the conditions of his life, 
because he is subject to biological laws. Man is simultaneusly the landscape 
Inhabltant, it is his home. Both these aspects of relationship man-landscape 
are dosely United, because they result from the biological requirements of 
man’s organism. Inevitably they require from man to protéct the landscape, 
to také care of it, not to damage it, but to improve it.

Man, however, is simultaneously a sociál being and a producer, who is 
subjected to sociál laws, by which he delimits himself from the biosphere. The 
landscape is the object of his work, he uses and exploits. The sociál laws 
force man to intensity the use and that it should be effective to the maximum.

The conception of landscape potentials tries to contribute to solve the
problém of harmonlzing the above indicated aspects in the relationship 
man-landscape, i. e. It tries to solve the rational use of the landscape on 
a scientific basis.

The landscape use must acquire such a 'form that would ensure the eco
nomic requirements of the society on the one hand and on the other that
would not perturb the conditions of the biosphere development and the
reproduction of individual natural elements at all. The environmental appro
ach to landscape express that we approach and evaluate It from the stand
point of man — user, Inhabitant and as its part. 'By this view on the landscape 
systém properties are synthesized to the landscape potential, i. e. precondi- 
tion 'for use. This precondition expresses the suitability for a certain socio- 
-economic activity, but at the same time to what measure the given area 
can be used, to prevent the irreversible destruction of its natural subsystém.

The main priority of the conception landscape potential is the fact that 
it is not overburdened by the branch approach to the landscape use. It is 
overcoming also the landscape notion as a limltless exploitable space. The 
static conception of the landscape space is compensated by the conception 
dynamic systém, limited by the reproduction cycles, sentitive structure, limi
ted stability and bearig capacity. The branch character is compensated by the 
entire approach, the exploitatlon-production approach by the productive-pro- 
tective one, the short-term view by the perspective-predictive one, the rela
tionship of isolated magnitudes of the society [branch interests) and nátuře 
by the systém of relationships society-nature, the landscape conception as 
a limitless resource by the conception of the landscape as society’s home 
[E. Mazúr, J. Drdoš, M. Huba 1983).
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The indicated conception of the landscape potential corresponds to íhe 
development stage of the actual science in a mutual union with its sociál 
conditions, reflecting the problems of the present humanity (scientific-tech
nical development, accelerating the anthropogenizing process in nátuře, glo
bál economimic crises, threatening of the biosphere development and of man’s 
existence itself).

Conclusion

In replying the question, whether a new approach is necessary to the 
evaluation of the landscape suitability, we must start from the present state 
of the scientific knowledge, of the landscape, and from the present needs 
of the society. The analysis of these three basic factors, which determine 
the decision of the reply shows that it Is necessary to look for a new approach 
to the evaluation of the landscape suitability for use. It is given by globál 
unbearable anthropogeneous transformations of the biosphere, by the so
ciety’s necessity to solve this state by scientific means and by the capability 
of the present geography to solve the problém. From this viewpoint, which 
in certain sense comprises the man’s existential interests, in the landscape 
research against the conception [natural] resource the conception of land
scape potential appears more suitable, which synthesizes the landscape use 
and protection.
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Emil Mazúr, Ján Drdoš

KONCEPCIA ZDROJOV ALEBO KRAJINNÉHO POTENCIÁLU V GEOGRAFICKOM
VÝSKUME?

Pri hodnotení vlastností krajiny z hladiska možností rôzneho hospodárskeho využí
vania sa vo výskume krajiny najčastejšie operuje dvoma základnými pojmami — 
prírodný zdroj u prírodný, resp. krajinný potenciál. Oba pojmy vyjadrujú v istom 
zmysle dva prístupy k vhodnosti krajiny. Prírodným zdrojom sa najčastejšie označujú 
matérie a sily rôznych fyzickogeografických zložiek. Otázky ochrany krajiny sú pred
metom terapie. Pojem prírodného potenciálu (zaužívaný v geoekológii NDR) je kom
plexnejší. Vzťahuje sa na prírodné vlastnosti krajiny.

V krajinnej syntéze sa rozvinul pojem krajinného potenciálu, ktorý vyjadruje vhod
nosť krajinného systému (hybridného), na rôzne hospodárske využívanie, ale zároveň 
aj mieru tohto využívania, ktorá vyplýva z poznania stability prírodného subsystému 
krajiny. Tento pojem zahŕňa prevenciu pred deštrukciou krajiny a vyjadruje environ
mentálny (antropocentrický) prístup ku krajine ako k domovu človeka. Pojem krajin
ného potenciálu je vo výskume krajiny vhodnejší, čo zdôvodňuje aj súčasné spolo
čenské poslanie geografie — riešiť na vedeckom základe vzťah človeka k životnému 
prostrediu.

Možno tiež uviesť, že pojem prírodného zdroja odpovedá staršej agregačnej kon
cepcii syntézy vo výskume krajiny, kým krajinný potenciál odpovedá súčasnej, systé
movej koncepcii syntézy vo výskume krajiny.
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SMHJib M a 3 y p, Hh ZÍ p ;i o in

KOHLXEnUHK PECyPCOB HJIPI )KE KOUllEIlU,HR JlAHiíIUAOTnOrO 
nOTEHU,HAJIA B rEOrPAOHqECKIdX MCCJIEZÍOBAHHiíX?

Hpíi oueHiiBaHHH cboííctb jiaHa;Liia^Ta c acneKxoB B03M0>KH0CTeH ero pasHoro xoaaiícTBeHHoro 
ucnojib30BaHHK, B npouecce HCC.neÄOBaHHa jiaHumac^Ta Hame Bcero npHHKMaiOTCíi bo BHHMaHi-ie 
ABa ocHOBHbix noHHTHH: — npHpoziHBie pecypcbi h npHpouHbiii hjih >Ke jiaH;ima(|>THbiH noien- 
UHaji. Hoä npnpojiHbiMH pecypcaMH ^ame Bcero no^ipaayMeBaioTCB MatepHH h chjibi pasHbix 
(|>H3HKO'reorpa^HyecKHx KOMnoHCHTOB. Bonpocbi oxpaHbi JiaHziiiia(|)Ta HBjíaioTca npeuMeiOM 
xepanHH. noHHTHe npnpoiiHoro noTeHiíHajia (npHMeHHeTca b reooKOJiorHH EJIP) aBjíaeTCH; 6ojiee 
KOMnJieKCHbIM. OthOCHTCH k npHpOJUiblM CBOHCTBaM JiaHilLlia^Ta.

B jiaHjiiua^JTHOM CHHTeae pasBHjiocb noHBTHe JiaHÄura^^THOro noieHUHajia, Bbipa>KaK)iiíero 
cieneHb noaxoaHMocTH jianamaí^THOH CHcieMbi (rHÔpHUHOH) paanbrx biijiob xoaažcTBeHHOH
aeHTejibHOCTM h, oaHOBpeMCHHO, TaK)Ke Mepy sxoro HcnoxtbsoBaHHa, Koxopaa hcxozíht h3 no- 
3HaHíia ycxoiíqHBOCXH npnpoaHOH cyôcHcxeMbi jiaH;ima(^Ta. 3xo nonaxHe C0Aep>KHT b ce6e 
npeBeHiíHK) nepea jtecxpyKííHeň jiaHAUia(|>xa k BbrpaH<aeT aHBaiipoHMeHxajibHbiH (aHXponoueHxp.H- 
HecKHň) nonxOÄ k jiaHÄiiia(|>xy KaK cpeae oÔHxaniiH qejioBeKa. EIoHaTHe jiaHaLua(|)THoro noTeH- 
ilHajia npH nccjiejioBaHHHx jiaH;ima4)xa BBjíaexca ôojiee noaxouHmiiM, yxo b cboio oqepejib 
nOÄTBep>KÄaeT xaKH<e cospeMenHaa oômecxBeHHaa LtejieHanpaBJíeHHOCXb reorpa(|)HH — peiuaxb 
Ha HaytiHOH ochobc oxHomeHHe qe/ioBeKa k OKpy/KaiomeH cpeae.

Mozkho TaK>Ke noxt^epKHyxb, qxo noHHTHe npHpo;iHbix pecypcoB oxBeqaex npe/KHeií, arpe- 
rauHOHHOH KOHiíertLíHH CHHxeaa npH Hccjiea.OBaHHH JiaH^ma^xa, xeM speMeneM KaK jiaHama(|)T- 
Hbiií noxeHiíHaji oxBeqaex coapeMeuHoň, cHcxeMHOH KOHij;eniiHH CHHxeaa npn iiccjieaoBaHHH 
.xaHiiiiia(|)Ta.

riepeBo:!: JI. Rpas^iOBa
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